Network Security is a major issue in wired and wireless network. Wireless Network is more vulnerable to attack. Vulnerability is the threat to the network in the form of virus or the way used by attacker in order to breach the security and bypass the security measures. IEEE 802.11i and 802.11-2007 provides RSNA methods for wireless network security. WECA, the alliance for Wi-Fi devices provides WPA2 modes of security. The responsibility of network administer is to provide network resources to the legitimate and authorized users and at the same is to protect it from illegitimate and misuse by unauthorized, immoral unlawful clients and cyber criminals and also to find the solution for the other security threats such as Phishing, malware and malicious code. The Network resources are made available by way of authentication and authorization of users. The protection against illegal and misuse of network is taken place by applying some RSNA and WPA2 Methods. But these authentications, authorizations and protections of RSNA and WPA2 modes are weak and vulnerable to numerous attacks and its advanced version such as 802.11n with AES gets compatibility issues with software as well as with hardware. This Paper, by developing a practical network scenario and configuring its devices according to various RSNA and WPA2 modes examines these security measures and conclude that these security methods are not sufficient and requires more other measures. These others measures such as web browser compatibilities, OS effectiveness, firewall and hardware security modules have been taken into account in order to develop a secure wireless Network Model. Various Network Monitoring tools have also been used to show that how easily the security is breached and/or bypassed.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless LAN deployments should be made as secure as possible. Many network security threats today are spread over the Internet. The most common threats include: Viruses, Worms, Trojan horses, Spyware & adware, Hackers attack, Denial of service attacks, Data interception & theft and Identity theft. IEEE 802.11 Standard securities are weak and vulnerable to numerous network attacks. Security modes such as SSID broadcast disable function, MAC address filtering, WEP data encryption and WPA2 modes are failed to provide securities. MAC address filtering is not a good solution for wireless network security as Mac address, besides other disadvantages of MAC address filtering, can easily be spoofed. WEP key is cracked within minutes.
Figure 1. Various Securities Modes
WPA2 key encryption is understood best, however, it can also be broken, but it takes long time to break. WPA2 weakness is its compatibility issues as the organization having advanced WAP device equipped with 802.11n with AES need to have latest OS such as window 7. Also other devices taking part in the network such as network adapter must also be having 802.11n standard. However security features such as windows Firewall, Windows Defender, Smart Screen Filter, InPrivate filtering and ActiveX Control, used at the connecting nodes can be used to solve the problem of threats to an extent. Others protection measures are windows update as patches are provided time to time by organization and are used to fix the bugs, antivirus and antispyware programs for protections from spyware and malicious software/malware. Password protected administrator account is also used for securing the system. Hardware security modules used in the military and big organization can be a complete solution for wireless network securities but they are costly to its users. The Affordable security is hardware and Software firewall besides other security methods. Firewall is placed in between the internet and network as shown in the figure [44] . This paper builds a Wireless Network test bed for examining the several security issues and shows that how easily the security is breached and/or bypassed. The Network model is created mostly by using various d-link, cisco and surecom network devices, where various Wireless Access point are installed at different points and are connected with a server with wire and two-layered switches. Server in turn is connected with router having built in firewall, the router is placed in-between backbone internet and server. The nodes such as Laptop, PDA, and/or Desktop with network adapters are connected wirelessly at these wireless access points in order to use internet facility.
BACKGROUND
Many Papers have been published relating to network security issues of wireless LAN 802.11, showing various simulative platform and practical approaches of software and hardware in order to illustrate breach of the security [51] .
MAC Filtering and Spoofing[25],[45].
MAC filtering allows only some MAC address to be part of wireless network but there are various ways by which one can easily change the MAC address as desired. Typically following 3 ways are common:
1. One can change the MAC address through device manager of the System. 2. One can also change the MAC address through editing the Registry of the System. 3. The MAC address can be changed through the MAC address Changer such as TMAC and SMAC soft wares.
WEP Key and its Cracking[50]
The procedure for wep key cracking is very simple and one need only a Bootable DVD of Backtrack which contains various utilities used for cracking, Wireless card and the WEP network which needs to be active that means other users are connected already and doing things on the network. Some methods of attack need not the active WEP Network
WPA2 Weakness[16]
WPA encryption is understood stronger than wep and it was designed specifically to replace wep. WPA uses TKIP for security, which stands for Temporal Key Integrity Protocol. In the TKIP mode, the encryption keys are changed at set intervals. That means it takes long time to intercept the keys by the hackers as these are dynamic and if somebody is able to find the key, these keys might get changed, and becomes useless for the hackers. WPA2 can also be used for wireless encryption and is known as 802.11i standard/AES. WPA2 can be implemented in two versions Personal and Enterprise. WPA2 Personal protects unauthorized network access by utilizing a set-up password. WPA2 Enterprise verifies network users through a server. The Problem by using WPA2 is that the entire device on network must use WPA2 or compatible. If any of the device on the network that only supports WPA, this device will not be able to join the network unless router supports WPA/WPA2 mixed mode. Also WPA2 and advanced encryption such as CCMP-AES is understood secure way for home and small offices but the problem is that many AP still in use are good enough for security purposes but they are lacking Wireless-N or other advanced encryption of WPA2.
TOOLS METHODS AND SERVICES 3.1 Testbed
A typical scenario of WLAN is developed in which different nodes are considered connecting through the access points. A WLAN includes a leased line or wired internet at the back, the same is connected to the server through router with built in firewall and various access points are connected through different switches. These access points are points where WLAN users log-on to connect the nets.
Tools
There are a lot of network monitoring tools available those are used by network administrator to monitor and performance for improvement purposes. The hackers also use the same for breaching the network Securities. IP scanners are the tools used for scanning the whole network that provides the information of each and every node such as ip and mac address as shown in figure In command mode type startx to load graphical interface. Type iwconfig to list all the network interface. The Command airmon-ng start wlan0 is used to device to keep on monitor mode. The command airodump-ng mon0 provides information about wireless network and its client. Now type the command airodump-ng -c <channel> -w <output filename> --bssid <bssid including :'s> mon0. This command is used for recording the data in a file. One need around 10,000 -30,000 packets of date to crack the password. Now open a new terminal type the command aireplay-ng --arpreplay -b <bssid> -h <client STATION address> mon0, it will increase the nos. of packets and stop it at about 5000 packets. Open a 3rd terminal window to crack the packets, type aircrack-ng -z -b <bssid> <output filename from earlier>*.cap and within some minutes and around some 5000 to 30000 packets, it will show the message the key found in hexadecimal form as shown in the figure 6 [50].
Cryptography Services
Cryptography has several applications in network security. Cryptography can provide five services. Four of these are related to the message exchange. The fifth is related to the entity trying to access a system for using its resources. IEEE Std 802.11 provides the ability to protect the contents of messages. This functionality is provided by the data confidentiality service. IEEE Std 802.11 provides three cryptographic algorithms to protect data traffic: WEP, TKIP, and CCMP. That means one can use the devices conforming this IEEE standard or WPA2 devices for security evaluation purpose.
OS and Browser Capabilities
Browser Capabilities includes windows Firewall, Windows Defender, Smart Screen Filter, InPrivate filtering and ActiveX Control and Windows Update. Antivirus and/or antispyware programs for protections from spyware and malicious software/malware can also be used.
Software and Hardware Firewall
A firewall is like a gatekeeper that checks information coming from outside and decide to block or allows it. Firewall is a software or hardware that checks information coming from the Internet or a network. Windows Firewall with Advanced Security is a Microsoft Management Console (MMC) snap-in that provides more advanced options for IT professionals [44] . Firewall can be in the form of hardware such as router or hardware firewalls are incorporated into the router that is placed between a computer and an Internet gateway. A Firewall has one or more of three methods to control traffic flowing in and out of the network: Packet Filters, Proxy Servers and Stateful Packets Filters [40] .
• Packet filtering -Packets (small chunks of data) are analyzed against a set of filters and are sent to the requesting system and all others are discarded. • Proxy service -Information from the Internet is retrieved by the firewall and then sent to the requesting system and vice versa.
• Stateful inspection -A newer method that doesn't examine the contents of each packet but instead compares certain key parts of the packet to a database of trusted information. Information traveling from inside the firewall to the outside is monitored for specific defining characteristics, and then incoming information is compared to these characteristics. If the comparison yields a reasonable match, the information is allowed through. Otherwise it is discarded.
Firewalls are used as filters based on several conditions [32] . If a certain IP address outside the company is reading too many files from a server, the firewall can block all traffic to or from that IP address. One can customize the settings for each type of network location in Windows Firewall as shown in the figure.
The advantages of a hardware firewall include the following [33] [44] [45] :
Software firewalls utilize more system resources, like disk space and memory than hardware firewalls that results in reduced speed. A single hardware firewall provides protection for the complete network, which means all computers got protection and single hardware firewall is affordable. Hardware firewalls work perfectly for businesses that use a broadband Internet connection, like DSL or cable modem. A hardware firewall is not easily vulnerable to any malicious software unlike software firewalls.
Disadvantages: Configuration of a hardware firewall is difficult therefore a novice might not be able to install it. The traffic going out from the website is considered safe by the hardware firewall, this can create an issue if malware, penetrates your network and tries to connect to the internet.
The Cisco SA 500 Series Security Appliances are comprehensive gateway security solutions that combine firewall, VPN, and optional web and email security capabilities for network security as shown in the figure [45] 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Wireless LAN deployments should be made as secure as possible. Standard 802.11 securities are weak and vulnerable to numerous network attacks. WPA encryption is understood stronger than wep and it was designed specifically to replace wep. The Problem by using WPA2 is that the entire device on network must use WPA2 or compatible. If any of the device on the network that only supports WPA, this device will not be able to join the network unless router supports WPA/WPA2 mixed mode. Also WPA2 and advanced encryption such as CCMP-AES is understood secure way for home and small offices but the problem is that many AP still in use are good enough for security purposes but they are lacking Wireless-N or other advanced encryption of WPA2. D-link offers DAP-1360 wireless N access points as shown in figure.
The Phishing attack can be minimized by using the latest browser capabilities such as SmartScreen Filter [44] . Microsoft SmartScreen Filter is a feature in Windows Internet Explorer that helps in detecting the phishing and Malware websites. Such websites fraudulently got to reveal personal and financial information from the users. SmartScreen Filter runs in the background and as per the users' consent sends the web addresses of the sites that a user visits to the Microsoft SmartScreen service in order to get in checked as lists of known phishing and malware sites. If SmartScreen Filter discovers that a website visited is on the list of known malware or phishing sites, Internet Explorer displays a blocking webpage and the Address bar appears in red. Malware websites distribute software that can attack the computer. Information that is submitted to the SmartScreen web service is transmitted in encrypted format over HTTPS and cannot be used for any advertising purpose.
Internet Explorer 9 allows to use ActiveX Filtering to block ActiveX controls, the 3rd party software which are not trustworthy one and are used for web rich experiences such as audio video players plug in. IE9 can block all these ActiveX control and is turned them back on for only the sites which are trustworthy.
InPrivate filtering prevents websites from collecting information of a user who uses the browser as InPrivate Software\Hardware Firewall is also one of the best solutions to protect the network from various attacks. A typical hardware firewall has different solution to the network security issues as shown in the figure 10 [45] . But the System needs an efficient system administrator to install the same and to optimum use of its all facilities which can be affordable for mid-level organization. Small and Home Office can rely on software firewall which comes as a free utility of OS or browser.
CONCLUSION
Network Security is the ultimate goal for an administrator if one way of defense failed as it has been shown through that how RSNA methods of securities are defeated by hackers by breaching the security and/or by bypassing the security measures, still there are variety of ways, such as windows Firewall, Windows Defender, Smart Screen Filter, InPrivate filtering, ActiveX Control, Windows Update, aantivirus and/or antispyware programs to protect the network and its nodes from malware and worm attack. These are termed as free alternatives and with a little effort by configuring; it provides greater flexibility and control. Hardware firewall is also affordable and it is used to have the best protection to Network and nodes of the network [45] . However, it is necessary to use both the hardware and the software firewall, as each one of them offers distinct but much-needed security features and benefits. It is essential to keep testing the firewall to confirm its functioning properly. Moreover hardware\software firewall and Operating System and its updating at regular intervals are the final way to ensure complete protection for network security. That means Network security is accomplished through hardware and software. The software must be constantly updated and managed to protect from emerging threats.
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